
W H AT ’ S  ON
TUESDAY, MAY 30, 2017 

Reaching 29 years of productive existence could be one of
the greatest achievements an organization could ever have.
With heads up high, full of pride and honor, we say, we did it

Filipino Cultural Club (FCC) Kuwait. The celebration on May 19,
2017 was very simple yet a moment well spent with our fellow
kababayans at the OWWA Welfare Centre, Philippine Embassy,
Kuwait. It was indeed, heartfelt, meaningful and very rewarding.
We thank KFMO MOMS for their support and Um Khalid Talledo,
Madiz Nunag, Ophel Kebras, Sol Bagsic and Violeta Sarah Yousef
for your strong leadership, serving as an inspiration not only to
your group but to other moms as well. 

We would also like to thank our donors and sponsors who self-
lessly dedicated their time and effort to share their overflowing
blessings, Lito Flores, Danny Tumbagahon, Bahay Kubo, Fly Kuwait,
Hussein Safat Ibrahimi, Fely Torio, Dorie Santos, Norma Manaog,
Terry Palacios, Sarah Al-Khoury, Susan Librada and Virgie Olaran.
We would like to thank our Vice Consul Charleson Hermosura for
gracing the occasion, Madame Russel Ocampo and Jean Mendoza
for their kind assistance and an opportunity to serve our fellow
kababayans at the centre. 

We thank Bong Pagutayao, Alexis Laguitan, Bebot Caparros,
Myla Caparros, Sylvester Pinto, Paz Cruz, Paul Santos, Goodielyn
Balogo, Robert Fajardo, Vanessa Gustilo, Flor Manota, Sammy
Manota, Bobet Caparros, Tuesday Caparros, Judith Perez, Boyd Bill,
Vangie Dantes, Marlyn Jarovilla, Sheila Manota, Kyle Caparros,
Sarah and Dalal Al-Ameri for the undying commitment and total
dedication in our pursuit to provide genuine service to our fellow
kababayans not only in Kuwait but back home in the Philippines. A
grand salute everyone.

FCC celebrates 29th anniversary at OWWA Welfare Centre

Almanie Combined launched
the first Mia Makeup shop
in the gulf region, at Sama

Mall - Eqaila. Mia Makeup is an
Italian cosmetics brand offering
luxurious high quality products at
affordable prices. The brands mis-
sion is to simply endorse women
around the globe that ‘You Are
Beautiful’. Mia Makeup started 10
years ago by offering great quality
nail polish line which received rav-
ing feedback from experts and
consumers. 

That encouraged its’ beauty
experts to transcend its’ operation
to offer a full product range two
years ago. Today, Mia Makeup
continues to position itself as a
promising brand with an aim to
pair product innovation while
maintaining respect to nature.
Mia Makeup products are hypoal-
lergenic, paraben free and not
tested on animals, proudly made
in Italy. Launched in 2013 as the
retail arm of Almanie Group,
Almanie Combined Company
‘MCC’ promotes ‘a good way to
live’ by sourcing the best quality
and value, life style products in
the market.

Almanie Combined launches Mia makeup


